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ABSTRACT

This report describes the work being done towards the
Development of CAMAC and Fast Bus Instrumentation under the VII
Five Year Plan Project "Modernisation of Reactor Control
Instrumentation and Development of CAMAC and FASTBUS
Instrumentation". The report summarises the goals, objectives,
principles and concepts of CAMAC and Fast Bus Instrumentation.
While emphasizing the motivation behind the development of CAMAC
and FastBus Instrumentation, the report brings out the current
status and future plans of this development program.



1• INTRODUCTION

Application of real time computer systems in data
acquisition and process control has registered a fast growth with
the availability of reliable and low cost microcomputers.
Computer controlled instrumentation has reached a high level of
sophistication. Several manufacturers offer a wide range of
modular interface equipments which are naturally compatible to a
specific family of computers. All of these systems are of
different design, have different ports, different organisation of
data transfers and interrupt handling and have different
capabilities. Such a situation prevents the exchange of hardware
and software solutions between different installations. Further,
no manufacturer seems capable to have available all the process
peripheral interfaces which may be required for the many different,
applications in a modern technology and compatible with their own
computer family. For example, modern bus systems like VME and
multibus II do not support nuclear data acquisition and other
nuclear experiments at any level.

In view of the above, it was necessary to initiate
development on computer controlled instrumentation systems which
are internationally accepted standards and can cater to the wide
application areas including present and future nuclear physics
experiments.

CAMAC is one such standard which has been already in use at
almost every Nuclear Physics Laboratory and many industrial sites
throughout the world. Work has therefore been taken up and is
already in progress on the development of CAMAC instrumentation at
its all levels. This development work aims at supporting the
needs of small to moderate size applications for Nuclear Physics
Data Acquisition System and Cyclotron Control Instrumentation.
However, this does not restrict other application areas where it
can be used.

To meet th® requirements of the highly complex Nuclear
Physics experiments where very large data throughput and data
transfer rates are critical factors, the FastBus Standard
represents the fastest and high density Data Acquisition System
available today. The literature survey and study of the FastBus
Instrumentation is already in progress and efforts are being made
to procure the fastbus equipments for gaining the experience so as
to initiate the development work as early as possible.

While reviewing the progress on the development of CAMAC
Instrumentation at various levels and describing the plans and
future course of action for CAMAC and Fast Bus Instrumentation,
this report outlines the characteristics of CAMAC and FastBus
Instrumentation Standard with respect to their electrical,
mechanical and functional specifications.
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2 CAMAC INSTRUMENTATION

CAMAC was introduced by US NIM and European ESONE Committees
around 1969 to overcome the complexity of high energy and nuclear
physics experiments by providing bus structured data acquisition
and control system. Since then it has evolved as a time-proven
standard for data acquisition and control instrumentation not only
for Nuclear Physics experiments but also for process control,
accelerator control and laboratory measurement and control, among
many other applications.

CAMAC is baseid on a modular and flexible open system concept
that functions with either stand-alone or fully distributed
system. CAMAC is a non proprietary computer—independent open bus
system, which is internationally accepted for computer based
instrumentation.

CAMAC is a mechanical and signal standard to assure physical
and operational compatibility between different units. The CAMAC
mechanical assembly basically comprises of two components: the
crate with power supply and cooling fans and the plug- in
modules. The crates accomodate modules and carries the dataway
linos connecting the modules and controller, which is also a
special plug-in module controlling any activity on the dataway
lines. In general, a module is a basic building block of any
CAMAC system, that serves as the interface between external
process and CAMAC dataway or interface bus. As many as 23 such
modules can be connected in a single crate. The rigid front panel
of every module may contain switches, light-emitting diodes, test-
points and I/O connectors.

Tha crate controller provides the hardware link between the
other modules and the computer or external data highways. These
modules provide a dedicated interface to a variety of computers
generally in use. The controller also provides interface for
standard communication protocols such as IEE 488 and RS-232 or
CANAC external data highways such as the CAMAC serial and parallel
highways. Interfaces and supports are also available for other
buses like multibus, VME bus, PDP bus, IBM-PC bus and FastBus.

A serial data highway, that supports upto 62 remote crates,
enables distributed data acquisition. Such highways can use
either fibre-optic or twisted-pair cables. The system can operate
in bit serial or byte serial fashion. High-speed data transfers
between a remote site and the host computer permit throughput
rates upto 1.5 megabytes p>er sec.

The CAMAC parallel branch highway uses a 66-pair cable for
signal transmission from the branch driver to upto ? branch orate
controller. Since the signalling is via unbalanced pairs



cli " '.:ice is limited. However this parallel transmission results
in extremely high transfer rates, 2 microsec. The branch driver
can be dedicated to a particular computer type or it can reside aB
a module in the host crate. The basic alternative approaches to
interface between CAMAC crates and a computer are shown in fig. 1.

An interrupt structure in the CAMAC specification permits
the use of interrupt-driven software instead of traditional
polling concept. Many CAMAC modules generate an interrupt signal
known as Look At Me (LAM) under specific conditions such as change
of state, conversion completed, counter overflow or buffer empty.
Applications software is not required to constantly poll these
parameters since program control is directed to a handling' routine
when the interrupt occurs. Computer overhead can be greatly
reduced in applications requiring increased computation time or in
multitasking environment.

Auxiliary control bus of the CAMAC system allows more than
one controller to operate on the CAMAC dataway in a Bingle crate.
This feature allows very powerful distributed data acquisition.
Also auxiliary controllers at remote stations can either interface
to external microcomputers or contain built-in microprocessor to
process the data. These controllers can be programmed either to
perform simple repetitious tasks or to monitor and control a
process.

The standard CAMAC hardware is fully supported by standard
software which comprises of three levels described as follows:

LEVEL 1 - DRIVER SOFTWARE: Processes the preliminary instructions
and data frrvn the computer's operating system and generates the
appropriate commands and data on the CAMAC I/O interface. This
depends upon the computer and interfacing controller.

LEVEL 2 - CAMAC STANDARD SUBROUTINES: These are standard
subroutines which fully describe the various CAMAC operations.
These are available as callable subroutines in high level
languages like BASIC, FORTRAN and PASCAL.

LEVEL 3 - APPLICATION SOFTWARE: Relates to ths specific task and
is implemented using level-1 and level-2 software.

The availability of level-1 software for the particular type
of controller and computer and the level-2 standard subroutines
eases the level-3 development for any application

BUS PROTOCOL: Table-I lists all the signals available at the 86
contact dataway pc connectorfor all normal modules other than the
crate controller. The crate controller occupies the right most
two slots i.e., slot no. 24 and 25. The 86-contact dataway pc-
connector at position24 is same as at other positions 1 to 23.
The connector at the last position has Nl to N24 and LI to L24
signals instead of Rl to R24 and Wl to W24 respectively. These
lines are directly connected to the corresponding signals N and L



at all the normal positions 1 to 23. Modules are addressed via
individual N lines from controller to each module. A module's
address is determined by its slot position in the crate. A module
makes an interrupt request via the individual L line to
controller. Command, data status inform ition travel on the
dataway between a module and the crate controller. Figure 2 shows
the timing diagram of a dataway command operation.

TABLE I

Category Signal name Designation

Common control
signals

Addressed command
signals

Data
Signals

Timing
signals

Status
signals

Initialise
Inhibit
Clear

Function code
Station number
Sub address

Read Bus
Write Bus

Strobe 1
Strobe 2

Look-At-Me
Q Response
Command accepted
Busy

z
I
c

F1,F2,F4,F8,F16
N
Al, A2, A4,A8

R1-R24
W1-W24

SI
S2

L
Q
X
B

A typical dataway operation ie generated by the controllor
by asserting N, A, F and B signals. Dapending upon the function
command, da^a is put on the READ lines by the module or on the
WRITE lines by the controller. R, W, X and Q signals are valid
before the strobe SI, which is used to gate information into the
module from the WRITE lines. Information from the READ lines and
STATUS bits are also gated into the controller at this time.
Strobe S2 is used to perform other functions within a module such
as incrementing data addresses and clearing LAM status lines.
Thus data, status or the LAM status may change on the dataway at
S2.

Q signal is a 1 bit reply by the module to certain commands
i Tsued by the crate controller.

X signal indicates the ability of a module to execute the
current command issued by the controller to it.

B signal indicates the dataway operation iB in progress.
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The unaddressed command lines, Z and C are known as
initialize and clear signals. Both these signals are gated with
S2 by the modules. Inhibit I, is a signal line, asynchronous to
the dataway operation, used to disable features for the duration
it is active.

All the CAMAC signals are TTL open collector active low
signals.

STATUS OF THE DEVELOPMENT:

In order to create support and expertise for the development
of CAMAC instrumentation at all levels and for general and
specific application areas such as nuclear data acquisition system
and cyclotron control instrumentation, work is already in
progress. The current status of the development at different
levels of CAMAC instrumentation is described aB follows:

1. CRATE AND POWER SUPPLY:

A design prototype crate has been fabricated and is being
used for the CAMAC development system. It is a m< ium power 25-
position CAMAC crate with a four layer PCB for the CAMAC dataway
back plane and fan tray unit for ventillaticn. It uses locally
available switch mode power supply cards with ratings: +6V/20A, -
6V/10A, +/-24V/2.5A and +/-12V/2A.

An improved version of the above crate is under fabrication
which uses linear power supply for +/-24V and +/-12V. This crete
has plug-in type fan tray and power supply units.

2. CRATE CONTROLLER:

Two types of crate controllers have been designed and
developed. They are described in the following paragraphs.

a) A CAMAC CRATE CONTROLLER FOR IBM PC:

To support IBM-PC based CAMAC systems, hardware and
software has been designed and developed. The hardware consists
of a two width CAMAC module which occupies the controller position
in a CAMAC crate. This controller interface essentially consists
of a Bet of registers and a timing circuit and is connected to
an I/O extender IBM-PC plug-in card, through a 50 contact flat
cable. The I/O extender card provides all the necessary signals
to operate the controller interface hardware for generating
signals on the CAMAC dataway during a desired CAMAC cycle. Fig. 3
shows the block schematic of the controller interface.

Software support has been developed in Turbo PASCAL

consisting of all the standard CAMAC subroutines and an interrupt
handler. Using the callable routines of this software package,
application programs, independent of the hardware dependent
features of the controller interface, can be easily developed.



Callable Assembly Language routines for single CAMAC data
transfer and LAM handling have also been developed. These
programs can be called from BASIC or FORTRAN application programs.

b) AN AUTONOMOUS CRATE CONTROLLER BASED ON 8085:

This has been developed for applications such as CAMAC
development system and stand alone CAMAC systems. Designed around
Intel 8085, 8 bit CPU, this controller has full 48K RAM/rom space,
8 level priority interrupt controller, programmable parallel
interface, two RS-232C serial interfaces, programmable interval
timer and CAMAC dataway interface hardware. A ROM based BASIC
interpreter and callable firmware assembly language routines to
generate dataway cycle, allows development of various application
programs in BASIC. This provides a very useful facility in CAMAC
development system for testing various types of CAMAC modules by
executing test programs in BASIC. Fig. 4 shows the block
schematic of the autonomous controller.

The modified version of this controller which is under
development has full 64K ROM/RAM memory space and an arithmetic
processor Intel-8231, for various number crunching applications.
This also incorporates Auxiliary Bus Control Logic to provide
local distributed processing in a inuIti-crate-controller
environment. This new version can be selected for main or
auxiliary crate -controller option.

3. CAMAC MODULES:

The various types of CAMAC modules that are at various stages
oi development are as follows:

a) Dataway Display Module : For testing CAMAC modules and
systems

b) Control Module for Dataway-display Module
c) 24-bit Optically Isolated Output Register/Gate
d) 24-bit optically isolated input change of stage

Register/Gate
e) Triple 10 MHz Sealer/Timer
f) 12 bit 8-channel D/*C
g) 12-bit 8-channel ADC
h) 24 bit Manual Input Gate
i) Histogram Memory Module for PHA applications.
j) Test Modu'e.



FUTURE DEVELOPMENT:

Future development plans at:
1. Design and development of following types of controllers and

modules.
a) Controller Interface for IBM-PC with DMA and 'Auxiliary

control bus logic.
b) A general purpose 8/16 bit controller interface.
c) A serial highway controller and driver
d) A microprogrammable orate controller for fast data

acquisition systems.
e) Histogram memory with LIST mode for multiparameter

system applications.
f) Current digitizer for beam current measurement.
g) HV supply module.
h) 100 MHZ Sealer with Timer.
i) Stepper Motor Controller Module.
j) Various other application module.

2. Study and establish following standard interface systems and
protocols:

a) Serial highway systems with fibre optic cables.
b) CAMAC to GPIB interface.
c) CAMAC to VME-buB and multibus interface.



3. FASTBUS INSTRUMENTATION

Fastbus is a standardized modular data-bus system for data
acquisition, data processing and control. ThiB is a standard
developed by U.S.-NIM Committee in collaboration with the European
ESONE Committee. Goals of the Fastbus design are:

* Highest possible speed, to handle the high data rates
encountered in complex particle detectors and to
reduce the temptation to design custom system for each
application.

* Modular construction allows system configuration for
various projects by connecting application dependent
building blocks.

* Multiple processor organization, so that many low cost
computing elements can be brought together to bear on
parts of the data acquisition and analysis problem.

* Couple system design with diagnostic facilities to
speed up locating and correcting faults.

* Segmented organization, so that the multiple processors
will not be limited by the bus bandwidth; segments of
the bus operate independently, sharing information on
the bus only when necessary.

* Asynchronous operation, so that slow and fast modules
can be mixed in the system.

* Synchronous non-handshake operations for data transfer
at maximum speeds.

* Position dependent adressing during system
initialisation to assign the position independent
address, which is unique in a completed system, so that
each device can have as much address space as it needs.

* A structure to accommodate fast scanning of sparse
data from large detector arrays.

HARDWARE AND ORGANIZATION OF THE FASTBUS SYSTEM:

The hardware implementation basically consists of a crate
which fits in a standard 19"(218 cm) rack, with a multilayer
b» ''plane at the rear. The power supply and the cooling units are
non-integral part of the crate. Conventional forced air cooling
or water cooling may be used. A crate holds 2C modules which
consists of circuit boards approximately 366.7 mm x 400 mm (14.437
in 15.748 in) with optional front par.?ls about 16 mm (0.63 in •
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wide. Thei rear edge of the boards are fitted with two box
connectors which mate with square pin that protrude from the back
plane. The main bus connector has two rows of 65 positions on
2.54 mm (0.1 in) centres. An optional auxiliary connector, with
upto 3 rows of 65 positions, is provided for user applications.
The main connector supplies power and ground as well as signals,
with one ground to every 4 signals. Power is distributed by heavy
layers of copper in the backplane, providing for 300A at +5V, and
-5.2V, 200 A at -2V, 50A at + 15\' and -15V and 100A at +28V. A
quiet analogue ground line is also provided. Power supplies are
separate units connected to crate by remote sensing cables.
Typically they will be mounted in the rear of the rack.

SEGMENTATION:

The back plane buB is the digital buB of the system which
provides the control and flow of data. It is a high speed ECi, bus
and the termination is provided on a PC card at each end of the
rear of the crate. These cards are called ancillary logic cards
and also include the logic associated with bus arbitration,
broadcast timing and geographical addressing. The backplane bus
in a single crate is a single segment. Multiple processors may be
plugged in the crate and share the segment.

An arbitration mechanism determines which processor can
access the bus. Contention for the use of the bus may reduce the
throughput of the system by causing processors to wait. The
throughput of the system can be increased by distributing the
processors among several crates instead of having multiple
processors in a single crate. Most of the time these segments
operate independent of each other and are linked together
temporarily for sharing data. This linkage for intersegment data
transfer is provided by segment interconnect moduleB.

The cables which interconnect backplane segments are
segments themselves known as cable segments and may connect to
devices other than segment interconnect modules. Devices on cable
segments obey the fastbus protocols. They must provide their own
power because power is not included on the cable. Segment
interconnect modules, monitor activity on the two segments they
connect and contain look up tables for routing messages between
segments. They have mastership capability at both the ports and
each port can be accessed as a fastbus slave for initialization
purposes. Fig. 5 depicts the segmentation in a FastBus System
topology.

BUS PROTOCOL:

Using the fastbus protocol, a segment functions as an
autonomous bus interconnecting one or more master devices to a
number of slave devices. All bus operations involve a master
slave interaction in which the master is the initiator and the
slave is the responder. A master is capable of requesting and
obtaining control of the segment to which it is connected. A



slave can only generate a roquniii .
on the same segment nan initial< ,>
request. Table II describes (ho (mit

TAI'.I.I-'" I (

i-i.i 'iieii: t o w h i c h a m a s t e r
i iiccduiB t o a e r v i c e t h e

i R i Rna 1 s .

Category S i g n a l ilr.iiP i/>u: i (.'.nut 1 on No.

Address
Cycle Lines

Address/Data
Signal Lines

Bus Arbitration
Lines

Address syix.
Address Ai.K.ncw'1 edge
Enable rieographi c
Geogr a\-h i r Add i (>sa

Address/i>H i B
Mode Select
Read
Parity
Parity Enable
Slave Status
Wait
Data Syn<;l;
Data AtiknowJ edge
T pin

Arbi i r ,<i 1 i on Request
Arbitration Grant
Arbitration Level
Arbitration Inhibit

A;>
AK
EG
(JA

,, j,

MS
RD
PA
J'E
SS
WT
DS
f)K
TP

AR
AG
AL
AI

Missellaneous
Bus Lines

Request
Gran c Acknowledge GK

Service Roqunst SR
Rot; at Bun RB
BUG Halt BH
Daisy Chain A DA
Daisy Chain B DB
Serial Line Transmit TX
Serial Line Receive RX

1
1
1
5

32
3
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1

1
1
6
1

1
1
1
3
3
1
1

To initiate a transfer, a master device asBerts the slave's
address on the 32 AD lines followed by the Address strobe, as
shown in figure 6. The address assertion sets up the path between
master and slave through segment interconnect modules if
necessary. When the slave recognises its own address, it responds
with the address acknowledge signal, AK. AS and AK remain
asserted until completion of the transfer and serve to lock other
users off the bus and to cause them to ignore all bus activity.
When the master sees the response, it removes the address
information, which is no longer needed from the bus. It then
asserts data strobe, DS and the data in case of a write operation;
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and vaits for the acknowledgement D!C, from the slave. Seeing DK,
it removes the data from the bus. For a read operation READ l^ne
RD is asserted along with DS, in response to which slave puts data
and DK. The transfer ends when the master sees DK and records on
data on the AD lines, removes its signals including DS and AS and
the slave seeing AS removed, removes its signals including AK.

BLOCK TRANSFERS AND PIFE LINE TRANSFER:

A block transfer consists of an address cycle followed Ly any
number of data cycles of the fjamt type i.e., all READ or all
WRITE. The connection between the master and slave is handled as
described above with full handshake at the beginning and end of an
operation. Speed in enhanced by using both transitions of the
Data strobe, DS and Data Acknowledge (T>K) signals while still
providing full handshake protection for the data transfers.

Pipelined transfers aru block transfers without handshaking
that are used to transfer data between devices handling same data
rates in a synchronous manner.

ARBITRATION OF BUS MASTERSHIP:

Several signal lines are dedicated for allocating the control
of the segments to the various master which are contesting for the
bus mastership simultaneously. Each master is assigned a 6-bit
(ALQ-AL5) arbitration level. Masters wishing to gain bus
mastership assert the Arbitration Request Line, AR. If the Grant
Acknowledge, GK line is not asserted, the Arbitration Timing
Controller, ATC starts an arbitration cycle by asserting the
Arbitration Grant, AG signal. Requesting masters respond by
asserting their arbitration levels on the lines AL0-AL5. After a
time determined by the ATC, only the highest arbitration level
remains asserted on the AL lines and each competing master knows
whether it has won. When the ATC determines that the bus is
completely free i.e., AS = AK = WT = GK = 0, it stops asserting AG
and assumes bus mastership.

An "assured access" protocol is also available in which all
arbitration requests existing at a given instant of time are
satisfied before any new requests can be asserted.

CONTROL AND STATUS REGISTERS:

These are special set of registers in devices which contain
the basic status and information which need to be readily accessed
by standard shared programs. Normally statuB and information such
as Device-ID, logical address of the device, arbitration level,
interrupt information etc. is contained in these registers.

To provide some protection from accidental access and to
allow sequential allocation of devices, the status and control
registers are required to be separated from the normal data
registers. This is achieved by selecting CSR space in a primary
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address cycle by suitable coding of mode select lines (MS) and
then generating a secondary address cycle to select a register in
CSR space followed by a data cycle to transfer to or from the
registers.

ADDRESSING:

Three modes of primary addressing are defined in fastbus,
position dependent geographical, position independent logical and
broadcast.

1. GEOGRAPHICAL ADDRESSING : It is used to address the devices
in ordei.- to load their address registers with logical address to
be assigned to them. When AS = 1 and EG (enable geographical
addressing) = 1 with MS = 0 or MS = 1, the 32 AD lines are loaded
in the following fields:

MSB LSB

GP 0 GA

Here GA is an 8-bit field with the lower 5 bits used to
addrens geographically upto 32 devices on each segment. The GP
field can be 0, indicating the local segment or the base GP of the
addressed segment. This type of addressing is recognised by a
geographical address controller ancillary logic cara at one end of
the bus, which generates EG signal on the segment.

The' geographical addressing mechanism can be used to access
the control and information registers in uninitialized devices so
that an automatic procedure can be used to initialize them.

2. LOGICAL ADDRESSING:

A device is assigned a logical address of 32 bits consisting
of the device address and an internal addresB.

When AS = 1 with EG = 0 and MS = 0 or MS = 1, the 32 AD lines
are coded as follows:

MSB LSB

GP MA IA

where GP = segment identification
MA = module logical address
IA = Internal address(register identiication)

12



Devices perform a full 32-bit decode on the AD lines during
logical addressing. The GP + MA fields identify a device on a
segment; the device which recognises this address ^atserts AK. and
gets connected to the current master as a slave. The logical
address of the device is specified during system initialization.

3. BROADCAST ADDRESSING:

In this type of addressing, a single master sends information
to multiple slaves.

When AS = 1 with EG = 0 and MS = 2 or MS - 3, the 32 AD lines
are decoded as follows:

MSB LSB

GP XX Condition

Devices which regognise a valid address on the segment do not
respond with AK, the address and data handshakes are provided by
the ancillary logic.

Condition code include the following:

a) General Broadcast: All devices participate in subsequent
READ or WRITE data cycles.

b) Devices of a given class only will participate. Each device
has a class number in a CSR which it compares with part of
the condition code.

c) Devices containing valid data should assert their T-pin
during subsequent READ cycle.

d) Devices asserting SR, service request should assert their T-
pin during subsequent READ cycle.

e) Devices should prepare to be addressed by their T-pin during
subsequent WRITE cycle.

f) All devices should assert their T-pin during subsequent READ
cycle.

Broadcasts can be used to synchronize devices or to clear a
bank of registers.

SPARSE DATA SCANS AND THE T-PIN:

The fastbus design includes a unbussed pin called T-pin,
which connects inside the back plane to the AD line corresponding
to the module position number. This allows sparse data scan of
fastbus which is a mechanism that allows the rapid location of the
devices that, for example., can accept data from detectors actually
acquiring data during an event. Other useful broadcast operations
using the T-pin have bf?en defined, for discovering which crate
positions are occupied or which devices are asserting the service
request, line.

13



INTERRUPTS:

Two kindT of interrupts are defined in t; e fastbus system.
The first is covered by the basic protocols discussed earlier and
can be generated by bu-3 masters. There are conventions for the
format of interrupt messages and for the CSR space into which they
must be written.

In the other kind oi interrupt, every device on a fastbus
segment connects to the single SR-line, and a sample device,
asserts SH when calling for attention. The SR line is monitored
by en intelligent service request handler i.ch has the circuitry
to gain mastership and find the requests. he service request
handler m?iy the perform the service itself or it may send a
normal interrupt message on behalf of the sample requester to some
other processor.

The principal characteristics and capabilities of fastbus
can be summerised as follows:

* Speed limited only by propagation delays and logic
delays. Typically better than 10 MHZ for ECIL.

* Large address and data fields (32 bits).

* Segmented bus to allow parallel processing.

* Block transfers with or without handshake.

* Interrupt and arbitration features.

STATUS OF THE WORK ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF FASTBUS INSTRUMENTATION:

At present it is planned to create a development facility on
the IBM-PC to facilitate development and testing of fastbus
modules and systems. This facility will be created by interfacing
a segment manager/interface fastbus master module, plugged in a
fastbus minicrate, to an IBM-PC and developing the test software
on the host IBM-PC. The software will have the capability to

i) Geographically address modules on the Fastbus segment,
ii) READ and WRITE to fastbus slaves,

iii) Block transfer READ/WRITE,
iv) Other test routines.

A test module will be designed and developed as a slave
module required for this development work. The development of
this IBM-PC based fastbus development system will provide some
expertise and experience of fastbus instrumentation systems which
will be utilized to carry out the further development work on
fastbus instrumentation as follows:

14



i) Fastbus segment manager/interface modules with
interface for

a) CAMAC system
b) VME bus
c) IBM-PC XT/AT

ii) Autonomous fastbus controller based on 16 bit CPU.
iii) User defined application n^ecific modules and systems,
iv) Fastbus orate and power su ply fabrication,
v) Software development for various types of interfaces

as per fastbus standards.



4. CONCLUSION.

The Koope of fastbuB applications is potentially very wide.
Because of its parallel processing and multiprocessing
capabilities, and its flexible timing and topologies, it is
suitable for many areas where data transfer rates are very high.
With the availability of protocol chips--, the designing with fast
bus system proves to be highly reliable and economical for complex
multideteotor nuclear physios experiments. The existing widely
used CAMAC standard remains in action because of the huge hardware
and software support available for les ' complex nuclear physics
experiments, distributed, accelerator c atrol instrumentation and.
other industrial applications.

The development work carried out so far and th<= continuous
study and literature survey has given fair understanding of the
CAMAC concepts and sufficient practical experience to develop the
expertise in this field. This will enable the development of
efficient, elaborate and reliable instrumentation with state of
art technology.
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